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Upcoming Events:












National Science
Fiction Day — Jan. 2
National Human
Trafficking Awareness
Day — Jan. 11
National Kiss a Ginger
Day — Jan. 12
National Clean Off Your
Desk Day — Jan. 13

National Dress Up Your
Pet Day — Jan. 14
National Compliment
Day — Jan. 24
No-name Calling Week
Jan. 21-25
National Inspire Your
Heart With Art Day
Jan. 31
National Birth Defects
Prevention Month
_____________
Center for
Humanistic Change
555 Union Boulevard
Allentown, PA 18109
For more information:
Karen Kohn,
SAP Administrator
kkohn@thechc.org

2. Find a quality product. “Don’t just grab a bottle
off the shelf at the convenience store. Go to product’s
website and look for information about third-party
testing for purity, safety and CBD and THC levels.
3. Start small. Try a low daily dose of CBD for several days before making any decisions about increasing the amount you use.
Currently, the FDA doesn’t regulate the safety of
dietary supplements. And most CBD is marketed as a
What Is CBD and Does It Work? supplement or added to foods and drinks. You cannot
know for sure that the product you buy has active
CBD (cannabidiol) is the cannabis compound with a ingredients at the dose on the label.
supersized health and market presence. While some
states still restrict or ban CBD products, and their CBD seems to work for some conditions, but not
legal status remains murky and confusing, they are for others. Anecdotally, CBD appears to work for
increasingly available at retailers and online.
pain. Neurosurgeon Joseph Maroon, a professor at the
CBD products include oils to take internally or vape, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, says his
as well as topical creams, balms and lotions. But patients with joint and back pain get relief with overCBD is also turning up in bottled water, pet treats, the-counter CBD. “Any time there’s inflammation,
breath mints, as well as jelly beans, lollipops, coffee, CBD may help,” he says. “There’s some data it helps
cupcakes, pizza and beer. Whoopi Goldberg and with peripheral neuropathy, a growing problem for
Montel Williams have their own CBD products. You people with diabetes, especially as they age. I recomcan pick up CBD at a CBD store, order it online or mend it along with other natural anti-inflammatory
grab some at gas stations, supermarkets and in some like fish oil and curcumin.”
states at CVS, Rite-Aid and even the cosmetics coun- But there are strong indications that “having some
ter of the department store Neiman Marcus.
THC in a CBD product” works best, says Bryan. For
Thanks to all the hype, a one-ounce bottle of CBD instance, a 2019 German study of a drug with equal
oil goes for about $179. The cannabis industry predict parts THC and CBD eased severe chronic pain. Even
the CBD market could hit $22 billion by 2022.
a little may make a difference, though that calls into
At least 64 million Americans have tried CBD. The question the effectiveness of over-the-counter, CBDtop reasons: pain, anxiety, depression and insomnia; only products, which lack what are considered therain one recent study, two-thirds said it helped their peutic amounts of THC. Scientists suspect CBD
health issue all by itself, and 30 percent said it helped works by latching onto receptors in the body’s endowhen combined with conventional medications.
cannabinoid system, an internal regulating system that
plays a role in pain, sleep, mood, inflammation, stress
Here’s what you need to know.
and more. Still, it is not even close to being a cure-all.
CBD alone won’t get you high. CBD products “People think it helps nearly everything, but that cangenerally have no more than a minute amount of not be true,” notes Kent Hutchison, a professor of
tetrahydrocannabinol, better known as THC, the main psychology and neuroscience at the University of
psychoactive chemical in marijuana, and it’s not Colorado Boulder. “It will likely be good for some
enough to make you feel euphoric.
things; we just have to find out what they are. We
It’s hard to know what’s in the bottle. CBD is a need good human studies.”
unregulated product, warn Utah Department of CBD has been researched most for seizure disorHealth researchers, who say synthetic cannabinoids ders. In one recent study, CBD reduced seizures in
marketed as CBD likely caused 52 poisonings in kids and adults, ages 2 to 55. In 2018, the FDA apUtah in late 2017 and early 2018. Another study proved Epidiolex, the nation’s first drug derived from
found a dangerous synthetic, and a cough suppressant CBD, for rare, severe forms of epilepsy that don’t
dextromethorphan, in one manufacturer’s CBD vap- respond to other treatments.
ing products. And a 2017 study of 84 CBD oils, tinc- CBD is not a treatment for serious medical conditures and vape products found that just 31 percent tions like cancer, diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease.
contained the amount of CBD specified on the label. Since 2015, the FDA has sent dozens of warning
About 1 in 4 had less, and 43 percent had more.
letters to CBD companies that made “egregious” or
“unsubstantiated” claims, including, in July, to CuraBefore trying CBD
leaf for online CBD health claims the FDA says
1. Consult your doctor. Talk to your primary care amounted to selling unapproved drugs. (The compaphysician and any specialists you may have, as there ny says it has removed the claims and supports the
may be drug interactions with other medications.
FDA’s enforcement efforts.)

Second Time Around:
Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren
Presented by Pinebrook
Family Answers
This group will offer
grandparents an opportunity
to gain valuable information
while building peer support
and exchanging ideas and
information.
When:
Thursdays at 10:00 AM
Where:
Pinebrook Family Answers
402 N. Fulton Street
Allentown, PA 18102
Winter/Spring 2020 Dates:
January 9th and 16th
Understanding your
not-so-new role
January 23rd and 30th
Personal Wellbeing
February 6th and 13th
Parenting Skills
February 20th and 27th
Building Relationships
March 5th and 12th
School and Community
March 19th and 26th
Money Management
April 2nd and 16th
Legal Issues
April 23rd and 30th
Looking to the Future
FREE PARKING
NO COST TO ATTEND
Refreshments provided
A group for grandchildren
ages 4-10 years will run
at the same time

Meltdowns happen. But with
ADHD, it’s more difficult to
Meltdowns & Anger:
learn to control impulse reacTeaching Kids to
tions. Emotional control is the
ability to manage emotions in
Control Emotions
order to achieve goals, complete
tasks, or direct behavior. A child
who has this skill can recover
from a disappointment — a low
grade on a math test in short
time. A teen can manage anxiety
over taking a test and perform
well. Kids with attention deficit
disorder (ADHD or ADD)
handle their emotions just fine,
others don’t. Empathy works
well with all these kids.
SCHOOL: Avoid problem situations. Don’t Give praise. Notice when they show good
place a child with ADHD next to someone emotional control. Say, “I saw how angry you
who knows how to push his buttons. If a child were, but you kept your cool. Nice job.”
gets upset with open-ended assignments, HOME: Make sure they get enough
quickly help them get started so they don’t sleep. Fatigue increases problems with emotional control. Schedules and daily routines
have time to feel frustrated.
Handling problem situations. “When you help children better regulate their emotions.
don’t understand an assignment, I want you to Provide coping strategies. They can say, “I
raise your hand and say, ‘I think I need a little need to go to my bedroom for a few minutes
to be alone” or tell you a break is needed.
help to get me started on this.'”
Forgiveness for mistakes. Emotional upset is Other self-soothing strategies include holding
caused less by specific situations and more by a favorite stuffed animal (for a younger child)
what we tell ourselves about that situation. or listening to music (for an older child).
Say, “It looks like you’re telling yourself that Create a plan for problem situations. If
leaving your homework at home is a disaster. they give up without trying when a homework
Maybe you could tell yourself, ‘Oops, forgot assignment appears difficult, suggest, “Here’s
my homework. What can I do to remember to what I want you to say to yourself before
starting this: ‘I know this will be hard for me,
bring it tomorrow?”
Create a 5-point scale to gauge how upset but I’m going to keep trying. If I get stuck
they are. Make a coping strategy for each after trying hard, I will ask for help.”
step on the scale. For a child who has melt- Create a “hard-times board.” List three
downs when there’s an unexpected change in categories: 1) the triggers; 2) the can’t-do’s;
schedule, the scale might look like this:
and 3) the can-do’s — two or three coping
Self-Test: Signs of Emotional Hyperarousal strategies to help them recover from being
upset. Praise them when they use one of the
 This doesn’t bother me at all.
coping strategies from his board.
 I can talk myself down.
 I can feel my heart speeding up a little … Show how you cope with emotional upset. For instance, “If I find myself getting
I’ll take 10 deep breaths to relax.
cranky and I’m afraid I might say something
 OK, this is getting to me, I probably need mean, I’ll set the timer for three minutes and
to “take 5” to regroup.
take a time-out to see if I can calm down.
 I’m about to melt down, so I need to Read books on emotional control. What to
leave the class for a few minutes.
Do When Your Temper Flares and What to
Write a story. Create a “social story” that Do When You Worry Too Much, both by
addresses a child’s problem situation — and Dawn Huebner, describe coping strategies for
ends happily with a coping strategy.
taking control over unpleasant emotions.
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